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Login Screen

Welcome to QuoteSoftware.com

Our company writes software to facilitate your quotation process. We build 
upon our own base system by adding screens tailored to your product, your 
needs and your way of doing business.

Our  software  system  specifically  extends  through  customization  at  the 
executable  /  source-code  level;  this  is  not  simply  a  configuration-based 
system. We customize for our clients.

Configuration vs. Custom Systems: Configuration-based systems are good for 
some and useless for others — your system model is dictated by your needs.

For  non-mfg  users,  our  custom systems  allow you  to  avoid  mountains  of 
features that are irrelevant to your product and work with the features you do 
need. For mfg / engineering users, we integrate complex sizing and selection 
engineering math directly into your quotation system.

QuoteSoftware.com  has  navigated  this  business  for  20  years.  We  have 
cultivated expertise  specific  to the quotation process;   we are pleased to 
deliver this expertise to your company to help you improve the effectiveness 
and quality of your quotes.
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Home Screen

       Product Tour: non-mfg  
This document covers a product tour of a quotation system that we classify as 
non-mfg (non-manufacturer), which means that the system does  not integrate 
custom sizing functionality / mathematics.

Most  (not  all)  QuoteSoftware.com  systems  are  for  mfg  and  are  therefore 
inclusive of specialty mathematics.

This document provides an overview of a sample program. Actual programs 
comprise more detail and functionality than shown here.

Key Features

• JavaTM based system: operates equally as well connected to the Internet 
or  standalone.  The system seamlessly  integrates  auto-synchronization 
with  the  server  when  Internet  /  network  connected.  Manually 
importing / exporting for synchronization is not required.

• One compatible version: runs the same on Apple, Solaris, Windows and 
Linux, all with the same program.

• Customized: incorporates   customized  screens  specific  to  your 
products and your way of conducting business.

• Connected: as a customized option to your corporate ERP system to 
directly upload quotes as sales orders.
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Line Item Summary

Caution: the  system  communicates  on  a  port  around  the  
7000-8000 range. There is normally no reasonable need for  
these ports to be blocked, however it does happen. Should  
the system appear to reject an otherwise valid user account,  
this may be the reason. Please give the port number to your  
network administrator for resolution. It is shown on the lower  
left corner of the cover of this document.

       Evaluating & Testing the Demo  
To allow easy evaluation of our system, we provide a URL address and 
a single admin user account where we've set-up a demo just for you. 
This pre-setup demo displays a few example quotes and contacts.

Testing the demo is easy: log into the system,  view existing quotes and create 
a few new ones of your own; logout and then return and re-open your quotes 
to view past changes and make new ones. Tip: We suggest  logging into the 
system from geographically separated locations, such as work and home, or an 
office in a different city, to grasp the system's “work anywhere” capabilities.

Making  a  quote  is  simple:  follow  the  screens.  The  screens  have 
comprehensible buttons, such as '::  Menu' and 'New Quote'.  While systems 
include a detailed user manual, full  functionality is integrated with helpful on 
screen notes.  The  software leads  and guides  the sales  agent  through the 
quotation process.

Our  clean  visual  approach  is  different:  QuoteSoftware.com  screens  are 
uncluttered.  Many  vendors  jam  each  screen  with  more-than-maximum 
information,  overwhelming  the  user.   We build  a  system that  includes  the 
features you actually use and leave the clutter behind.
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Printing: The system  prints to any printer hooked-up to the computer, such as 
a network printer.  However, we recommend a PDF printer, which sends the 
output  to a PDF file rather than a physical printer;  this makes testing much 
easier. Tip: you may also want to test creating more than one user account.
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Edit Line Item
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Figure 1: Login

The quotation system starts at the login screen.

Only users with a valid user account can enter the 
system. The system is web-based; therefore, a user 
may securely  login  from anywhere they have an 
Internet connection (the JavaTM plug-in is required). 
All communications are encrypted.

The system is equipped for offline use as well.* 
Work is auto-reconciled with the server when the 
user connects their computer to the Internet. The 
user does not need to do anything special for this 
to happen.

*  Note: This allows increased flexibility for a sales agent by  
letting them work on-the-go: on a plane, at a hotel or any  
other  location  where  an  Internet  connection  may  not  be  
readily available. 

User  administration  (accounts  setup)  is  done 
through  the  system.  Various  user  levels  are 
supported.  Some  key  levels  are:  admin,  agent, 
manager, accounting and superuser.

Figure 1: Login
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Figure 2: Home

The 'Home' screen (often referred to as the Main 
Menu) is the starting point. It is designed  to avoid 
overloading new users, while providing a powerful 
and feature-rich user experience to daily users.

Screens, such as Figure 2 on the right, are menu 
hierarchy based and thus provide an intuitive user 
experience.

Contacts,  for  example,  are  managed  within  the 
system  with  the  integrated  contact  management 
module. Contacts can be bulk imported into the 
system.* 

*  Note: More  information  is  given  about  contacts  in  later  
figures.

To start or access quotes, simply click the 'Quotes' 
button, as shown in the image.

For  detailed information about  other  features on 
this screen, please refer to the user manuals.

Buttons such as 'Orders' or 'Inventory' are optional and would be integrated 
into or left  out of  your quotation system  based on your needs, uses and 
wants.

Figure 2: Home
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Figure 3: Quote Summary

The  'Quote  Summary'  screen  lists  the  system's 
existing quotes. The system supports an unlimited 
number of quotes.

Companies and managers can control user access 
to  quotes  through  the  security  rules  that  they 
invoke.  This  ensures  users  view and  adjust  only 
those quotes to which they are granted access.

Example: the  Quote Summary list  for  Joe Sales 
Agent  displays  quotes  from  his  regional  sales 
territory,  not  quotes  from  all  company  regions. 
While Joe Sales Agent can see all quotes in his 
region, he may only open / edit quotes for which 
he is the sales agent.

Increased  access: Users  tagged  as  'Sales 
Manager'  may open and edit any quote within the 
sales group(s) to which they belong.

Increased  flexibility: The  'Sales  Territory'  feature 
may be left off, if desired, allowing full access to 
all users.

Built in features: Sales agents can quickly locate specific quotes through the 
many view and sort features. Figure 3's lower right corner shows the view and 
sort drop-down menus.

New Quote: To create a new quote, a sales agent would click '::  Menu', 
which brings up a context sensitive popup menu, on which they would then 
select 'New Quote'.

Figure 3: Quote Summary
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Figure 4: Edit Quote

All aspects of a quote are edited starting from this 
screen.  You can  set  properties  —  such  as  sales 
agent and currency — and you can add, edit and 
delete line items.

Editing details: Click the '> Quote Details' button 
(or  shortcut  by  pressing  Enter).  Now  you  can 
select and edit details, such as customer RFQ and 
associated purchase orders.

Tip: Buttons with '>' leading in the title are shortcuts for the  
<<Enter>> / <<Return>> key.

Editing a line item: Click the item itself to edit or 
click the 'Add Line Item (New)...' button to create 
a new one.

Canceling a line item: a sales agent can tag a line 
item  as  ON-HOLD (shown  in  Figure  4),  while 
keeping it  accessible on the quote list.  On-hold 
items  are  optionally  listed  in  the  PDF  quotation 
output,  but are  not  included  in  the  quotation 
output's  Quote Total.  (Please see figure 11: PDF  
Quotation).

Taking a line item off ON-HOLD is easily achieved by clicking the same check 
box.

The pre-tax total is shown in the lower right corner (see Figure 4 image).

Figure 4: Edit Quote
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Figure 5a: Quote Details

All quotes generally share the same key aspects:

• Customer
• Sales Agent and Manager
• Dates: Created, Due, Submitted
• RFQ, Status, Customer PO #
• Currency, Taxes, Quote Total
• Line Items (that which is being quoted)

Additional quote properties are discussed on the 
next figure.

Figure 5a: Quote Details
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Figure 5b: Quote Details

Additional information within the system, not visible 
in Figure 5b's image:

• Terms & Conditions
• Milestone & Shipping Dates
• Exchange Rates
• Notes Repository
• Support Documents Repository

Easy access menu: The above are customized to 
your  needs  and  are  accessed  through  the  ':: 
Menu'  popup  dialog,  as  shown  in  the  image. 
Additional  quote  properties  are  easily  added  to 
this menu structure as needed.

The feature use of  '::  Menu', as  a form of  user 
interface, makes the quotation system easier to use 
than  comparative  systems.  It  limits  the  available 
onscreen operations / tasks to only those that are  
relevant  to  that  screen;  users  need  not  wade 
through irrelevant or inactive options.

The '::  Menu' button also clearly  lists  the screen 
options and next steps, guiding users and easing 

both the learning curve and user processes. Making the system easier to use.

Figure 5b: Quote Details
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Figure 6: Edit Line Item

Key aspects of generating a quote are adding / 
specifying new line items and editing existing line  
items.

In the Figure 6 image, we have clicked an existing 
line item to edit it.

The screen layout(s) for specifying a line item vary 
by  project.  The Figure  6  image  is  just  one 
example,  based on entering a  Catalog Number. 
The Catalog Number automatically creates a list of 
available Unit Sizes, a Description and a Price. The 
Price/Unit changes  in  real-time  as  different 
available Unit Sizes are selected from the list.

To  otherwise find a  Catalog Number,  by  point-
and-click  or   by  entering  partial  textual  infor-
mation,  one  would  click  the  '>  Select' button 
shown just to the right of the 'Catalog Number' 
box (as shown in the next figure).

Figure 6: Edit Line Item
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Figure 7: Select A Line Item

Users can select line Items from a list of  Catalog 
Numbers. The system is can employ database to 
do this.  Built  in features help the user to quickly 
find what they are looking for by entering in partial 
text.

Note: Entering  a  catalog  number  is  one  approach  to  
retrieving and adding line items. Other approaches are also  
employable, such as selecting from a menu hierarchy.

Adding accessories: Users  may add further  acc-
essories to existing choices, based on need. The 
system  intelligently  offers  valid  and  appropriate 
accessory  choices,  based  on  the  user's  existing 
selections on that specific line item.

The software auto-calculates  all  prices,  including 
those of the accessories.

Important:  Your  particular  product(s)  may  have 
selection criteria not shown in these images. Our 
job  is  to  customize  a  quotation  system  that 
includes  the specific selection criteria you need at 
your fingertips every day. This is what we do.

Our other media documents, such as those covering complex products, like 
hoists and cranes, provide examples relevant to these items. Please request 
these documents.

Figure 7: Select A Line Item
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Figure 8: Contact Management

All  contacts  are  managed  within  the  system. 
Contacts can be bulk imported into the system.

Integrated functionality: The system quickly retrieves 
contacts  and  performs  numerous  tasks  on  your 
behalf. For example, you can print customer lists, 
envelops and even generate a selected printout of 
preferred customers for a Christmas card or new 
product mail-out.

Above  and  beyond  customer  contacts: The 
contact management module manages more than 
just  customers.  The contact  management  module 
stores all contact information across customers / 
clients, vendors, suppliers and staff.

Security  access: Each  individual  contact  entry  is 
assigned  a  security  access  level.  Contacts  are 
visible and accessible only to those with security 
access to view them.

If desired, a contact entry may be designated view 
only and thus only subject to   editing by only the 
administrator or the entry creator.

Staff may therefore  securely access this important business information when 
outside the office on business or during off hours; further, each access session 
is recorded in a log file with the user name, date, time and IP address, thus 
maintaining a secure and accounted for database for your important contacts.

Figure 8: Contact Management
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Figure 9: New / Edit Contact

All aspects of contact information are entered or 
imported  into  the  system.  The  Figure  9  image 
shows the editing process of an existing contact.

Access groups: Each contact entry is assigned an 
access group. Only those users with appropriate 
access  may  view  and  /  or  edit  the  contact 
information in question.

As  mentioned,  contact  entries   cover  a  broad 
range, from customers to suppliers, and any other 
desired  group,  all  managed  within  the  same 
system.

The lower left corner of Figure 9 displays a popup 
menu with various options of contact functionality.

Figure 9: New / Edit Contact
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Figure 10: Contact Address

The  QuoteSoftware.com  system  can  save  a 
multitude of  addresses for a single contact entry, 
including:

• Billing
• Mailing
• Physical
• Shipping
• Other

Increased  clarity  and  communication: A  client's 
shipping address may differ from that which is on 
your invoice. Our system's method of storing and 
categorizing an unlimited number of addresses for 
one  contact  ensures  easy  and  clear 
communication  for  all  aspects  of  your  client 
dealings. 

Figure 10: Contact Address
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Figure 11: PDF Quotation

The output quote is intended for the customer  (to 
put into their hands). 

Advantage  of  the  PDF: A  PDF  quotation  offers 
numerous advantages to your business. It is easy 
to email and the information cannot be easily be 
tampered with. You and your client are, without a 
doubt,   working  from the  same document,  thus 
reducing the opportunity for miscommunication in 
your quotation  process. 

The quote in the Figure 11 image is an actual PDF 
output  of  the  demo  program.  This  is  a  simple 
example. More sophisticated quotes might include:

• Cover Letter
• Terms & Conditions
• Scope of Supply
• Drawings and Performance Graphs
• Data Sheets

Notice the second line item is  CANCELLED (or 
ON-HOLD). This item's line total is not shown or 
included in the  Quote Total;  such line items are 

easily taken off  ON-HOLD, thus re-enabling and including item in the Quote 
Total.

More  detailed  quote  examples  are  readily  provided  on  request  from 
QuoteSoftware.com.

/ image next page...
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QuoteSoftware.com

Bernard Stamm (sales)
bernard.stamm@QuoteSoftware.com

USA (+1) (228) 206.4628
Singapore (+65) 9052.5730
Manila, Philippines (+63) 927.363.9640

Skype: "quotesoftware" / MSN chat: 
"quotesoftware@hotmail.com"
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Figure 11: PDF Quotation
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